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Hasnat is a software engineer with 3 years of experience in the sector, who builds accessible, inclusive products 
and digital experiences for the web

Work Experiences

Virtuwed.id -  Indonesia Jun 2023 - Present
Lead Developer
Revolutionizing Weddings: Making Dream Ceremonies More Accessible Through Virtual Technology

Directed the development and continuous maintenance of the platform, driving 2,000+ unique visitors and 102,000+ user requests
Design and implement a scalable and reliable infrastructure that can accommodate a growing user base and ensure optimal 
performance, even during periods of increased demand
Led the development team in pioneering innovative features and technologies, with a dual focus on immediate impact for the APICTA 
2023 Hong Kong competition "Start-Up of the Year" category and a long-term vision for sustained market relevance

PT GITS Indonesia -  Indonesia Jan 2024 - May 2024
Software Engineer
GITS.ID is your partner to achieve your business goals and improve your company productivity, powered by valuable Insights and 
Artificial Intelligence through IT solutions

Led a code quality assessment for a social media platform with 10K+ downloads. Identified 24 critical vulnerabilities and 21 code 
quality issues, resulting in Improved security posture, reduced development time, and adherence to best practices of structured code 
and international development standards
Conducted a pre-sales assessment of a Singapore-based web application for a potential outsourcing client. Analyzed code quality, 
scalability, and alignment with the client's business needs. Provided a comprehensive report with recommendations and an objective 
evaluation for further evaluation
Developed and deployed a scalable community platform for anime fans using NuxtJs and ElysiaJs. Utilized 100+ hours of 
professional development to stay current with the latest technologies

Inagri -  Indonesia Feb 2023 - Jul 2023
Frontend Developer
PT. Insan Agritama Teknologi Digital Enabler Company that works in Research, Partnership, Education & Training, Community 
Development, and Technology Solutions to Empower Businesses and Society to grow

Created and initiated Inagri Indonesia achieved organic growth of 400+ users on visitation to the website through various marketing 
programs and 150+ followers within 1 month
Generated a 30% increase in user traffic and grew community by 130% in 1 month of the first website revamp
Grew website visitors by 110% since the website redesign

Education Level

SMK Negeri 4 Bandung - Indonesia Jul 2021 - Jul 2024 (Expected)
High School Diploma in Computer Science

Actively attend various business conferences, seminars, and networking events

Organisational Experience

Orbit - Indonesia Jul 2022 - Jul 2023
President
Organization of Basic Information Technology

Supervised the club's first undergraduate mentoring initiative, impacting 180+ students
Planning, organizing, developing, and implementing programs and projects related to information technology in school

Skills & Achievements
Skills: JavaScript, TypeScript, Next.js, React.js, Vue.js, Nuxt.js, Three.js, React Native, Git, Agile Methodologies, Algorithm Design, 
Databases
Achievements : 1st Winner of Mini Hackathon Challenge Competition event BFI Finance × Arkavidia 8.0 2023, 2nd Runner-up 
Minicase Business Competition 2022, 2nd Winner of Student Competency Competition 2021

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Qw2ohMos8iZ6jmCdsXZ6X2-repRWWZQv?usp=sharing

